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Incumbent provider is not doing a good enough job  

To enable new services over provider’s network 

Local loops 

Market is not big enough for provider to offer service

Maine and Aberdeen are not South Sudan  
This is not just a developing world problem!



Outline

“Why”: Purpose of connectivity sharing and local loops 

Design considerations 

The role of caches
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How: Less than Best Effort - PAWS

MIT 
Roof net

FON

Need exists. 

Technical feasibility shown. 

Business case developed.
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•Why: Wi-Fi cheaper than other solutions (cellular) 
•New MAC protocols for long distance links 
•Tuned for predictable performance 
•(weather/line-of-sight requirement etc.)

Berkeley/Intel TIER project 
at  

Aravind Eye Hospital
Real need exists. 

Technical feasibility shown.

“Local-loop” networks



So, what’s next?
Are we on the right path?  
What should GAIA’s design considerations be?

Real need exists. 

Technical feasibility shown.
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Networks need killer apps
The Internet only 

became World-Wide 
after the Web was 

invented

‘If you “hang out” at a village 
communications store for few 

hours, you will witness many young 
folks come and ask for a phone 

that has Facebook on it’ - Chintan 
Vaishnav on the GAIA mailing list
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built with a secret sauce 
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become World Wide!



Is Facebook 
zero-rating 
the solution?
No! The Internet was 
built with a secret sauce 
that allowed the Web to 
become World Wide!

(Killer apps need killer infrastructure)



Internet designed for 
heterogeneous connectivity
Enabled expansion to WWW scale when needed!

Secret Sauce



What should GAIA be 
designed for?



Case 1: local-loop nets

Micro-operators and users are not technically savvy 

Circuit breakers can trip 

Flash card containing OS corrupted after power surge 

Routing misconfiguration is common 

Wall erected in front of antenna! 

loose cables

Surana et al (NSDI 2008)
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Flash card containing OS corrupted after power surge 

Routing misconfiguration is common 

Wall erected in front of antenna! 
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Surana et al (NSDI 2008)

Need to design for arbitrary link failures



Case 2: connectivity-sharing 

Link availability is not guaranteed  

Link relinquished if primary user needs it (Fon/PAWS) 

Radio channel quality can vary (Meraki/RoofNet) 
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Link availability is not guaranteed  

Link relinquished if primary user needs it (Fon/PAWS) 

Radio channel quality can vary (Meraki/RoofNet) 

Could mean different egress points at different times! 

Link capacity different at different times of day (PAWS) 

Could mean different egress points at different times!

Not that different from arbitrary link failure!
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Some design tenets for 
“cheshire cat” links

1. User-in-the-loop as “sophisticated” error correction 

Can rely on for “rebooting”, but not for debugging! 

Implementing functionality at the “correct” layer 

2. Assume failure, incorporate redundancy 

Does NOT mean over-engineering! 

Rather, can use “over-scrounging”

3. Expect topology to change 

Yes, like ad-hoc nets, but don’t jump to heal topology…
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Change Network Contract
“If host X is reachable, will try to deliver your data to it”: 
Best effort Internet

“If content X is reachable, will try to fetch that data”: 
Information Centric Internet

Staggercast: user-in-the-loop negotiation/haggling
“If content X is reachable, will try to fetch that data later”

“If content X reachable, will fetch from a cheaper network”

“I don’t have Content X. Will Y be OK?” 😊



ICN: *-proof networks
Tolerance to network partitions 

Tolerance to change in link quality (e.g., radio channels) 

Generally handles client mobility well (Tyson et al, CACM’13) 

Well suited for broadcast/radio access  

REACH: Rural broadband intErnet Access using Co-
operative mesh networking in wHite space spectrum 

Will hit ratios be high enough to make storage pay off? 

Amount of network state: at content item level rather 
than host address level



‘Nudge’ users to ⬆ hit ratio

Current mindset: User is king 

Operators/providers attempt 
to satisfy all user accesses 

Idea: ‘Nudge’ user to 
behaviours better suited to 
network!



Catch-up represents the majority of accesses. In September,
for example, Live TV viewing represented about 10% of all
accesses; catch up constituted the remaining 90%.
One in every four accesses to iPlayer during this period

is recorded in the access log, giving a 25% sample of all ac-
cesses. This negatively affects our evaluation of the energy
and traffic savings achievable by SCORE. We discuss this
further in §7.1. However, all the measurements characteris-
ing the workload in §4 are percentages or fractions that are
expected to be robust against a uniformly sampled workload.
The access logs are time stamps of the start and end of the

streaming of one content item to one user. Altogether, the
filtered trace consists of 32,691,343 streams from 5,985,458
users. These streams cover 37,728 unique content items
(episodes) from 3,518 programs broadcast over 73 channels.
In addition, the BBC maintains web pages about each

programme and episode which has been broadcast. By har-
vesting this data, we are able to augment the historical ac-
cess logs with broadcast-related information such as the time
and channel of broadcast, and the theoretical duration of the
content item. We also identify each content item as belong-
ing to one (or more) of eleven genres: kids, drama, learn-
ing, factual, music, news, religion and ethics (r&e), sport,
weather, comedy and entertainment (entert.).

4. CHARACTERISING CATCH-UP
This section characterises the workload presented by catch-

up access in the BBC iPlayer trace, and discusses the impli-
cations on designing content delivery architectures for catch-
up. We first ask how users watch catch-up, and understand
this in terms of what is known about linear TV. The main
difference arises from the fact that content items may only
be watched according to a pre-determined schedule in lin-
ear TV, whereas catch-up gives users control over when and
what they watch. We then study in more detail what people
watch, and use this as input to the design of SCORE.

4.1 How users watch catch-up TV
Choosing content to watch on catch-up TV is typically

very different from traditional or linear TV. In linear TV,
programs are broadcast at pre-determined times, and switch-
ing through channels (e.g. using a remote control) is thought
to be the main method of choosing what to watch [8]. Al-
though Electronic Program Guide (EPG) information (e.g.
genre, duration, summary blurb, actors involved) is usually
available, this is off the main content selection process. In
contrast, catch-up is a form of video-on-demand; users are
in direct control of when to watch, and choose what they are
going to watch from a selection of available content. Fur-
ther, detailed EPG information is usually available to users
before they make their choice.
This section investigates the impact of giving users control

over when and what to watch. We find that allowing users
the choice of when to watch their content decreases the peak
time load and spreads it out more evenly across time. We
also find that program abandonment rates are smaller than
previously reported for linear TV. We conjecture that this
could be a result of users being in control of what they want
to watch. Together, these two results imply that catch-up
has better network utilisation characteristics than linear TV:
fewer streams are wasted as a result of lower abandonment
rates; and the network and content delivery servers have to
be provisioned for a smaller peak because of load spreading.
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Figure 1: Normalised distributions of access times by hour
of day, and the broadcast times of accessed items. Items
broadcast during 7-11pm are very popular on catch-up, but
the access hour is more evenly distributed.

4.1.1 On-demand access spreads load over time
First, we investigate when users access catch-up content,

compared to broadcast times (Fig. 1). The dashed line in
each time slot depicts the number of accesses (normalised by
total number of accesses) to programs broadcast during the
given hour of day. This clearly shows that items broadcast
during evening hours (corresponding closely to TV “prime
time”) are much more popular than other content. This can
be seen as confirmation that linear TV schedule has chosen
the most popular shows for prime time, and that the same
shows are popular both on linear and catch-up TV.

The dashed line also indicates the load distribution that
would be seen if users were accessing content “live”, as it
is being broadcast. Instead, the solid line shows the ac-
tual (normalised) load distribution observed. This is much
more evenly distributed, although a defined peak and trough
is still observed, corresponding to users’ evening free times
and daytime work hours respectively. We conclude that on-
demand spreads load over time, resulting in better network
utilisation – a catch-up only service just needs to be provi-
sioned for the lower peak, rather than the pronounced peak
load that over-the-top live or linear TV needs to handle.

4.1.2 Program abandonment rates are low
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Figure 2: Percentage of items abandoned, by genre, showing
relatively low abandonment rates for most, except weather.

In traditional TV setups, it has been shown that users
mainly find items to watch by flipping through channels;
this results in 60% of channel holding times being less than

Passive Nudging
Make it easy to choose best option for network 
E.g.: Give users flexibility to choose time of access 

Nencioni et al (WWW 2013)
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broadcast during 7-11pm are very popular on catch-up, but
the access hour is more evenly distributed.

4.1.1 On-demand access spreads load over time
First, we investigate when users access catch-up content,

compared to broadcast times (Fig. 1). The dashed line in
each time slot depicts the number of accesses (normalised by
total number of accesses) to programs broadcast during the
given hour of day. This clearly shows that items broadcast
during evening hours (corresponding closely to TV “prime
time”) are much more popular than other content. This can
be seen as confirmation that linear TV schedule has chosen
the most popular shows for prime time, and that the same
shows are popular both on linear and catch-up TV.

The dashed line also indicates the load distribution that
would be seen if users were accessing content “live”, as it
is being broadcast. Instead, the solid line shows the ac-
tual (normalised) load distribution observed. This is much
more evenly distributed, although a defined peak and trough
is still observed, corresponding to users’ evening free times
and daytime work hours respectively. We conclude that on-
demand spreads load over time, resulting in better network
utilisation – a catch-up only service just needs to be provi-
sioned for the lower peak, rather than the pronounced peak
load that over-the-top live or linear TV needs to handle.
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relatively low abandonment rates for most, except weather.

In traditional TV setups, it has been shown that users
mainly find items to watch by flipping through channels;
this results in 60% of channel holding times being less than

Passive Nudging
Make it easy to choose best option for network 
E.g.: Give users flexibility to choose time of access 

Nencioni et al (WWW 2013)

Better for PAWS-style 

secondary access than 

simultaneous live-streaming 

+ 

With caches, reuse is free



Automatic nudging
Choose the best option for the network by 
profiling user access patterns

Nencioni et al (WWW 2013)



Automatic nudging
Choose the best option for the network by 
profiling user access patterns

Nencioni et al (WWW 2013)

Speculative pre-fetching has 

benefits when network costs 

are heterogeneous



Active nudging

Offer incentives for good network behaviour:  

fewer ads, lower pricing, better bandwidth 

e.g. “Night Browsing” Plans by number of operators 

Network operator can reflect their operating costs 

e.g., when using 95th percentile SLAs, operators can 
make incentives higher when monthly peak is close



Summary: On the virtue of ¢a$hes

Killer apps are needed, but also need killer infrastructure 

Copies give failure tolerance + topology independence 

In network-caches enable time-shifted access, 
staggering peak load 

Pre-fetching can create arbitrage opportunities over 
costly/variable-quality links, and different types of nets  

Cache copies can be more effectively used by offering 
incentives, based on ongoing network costs

{£¥€}



The Internet is cheaper for 
Pack Rats (who can be nudged)

Surana, S., Patra, R. K., Nedevschi, S., 
Ramos, M., Subramanian, L., Ben-David, Y., 
& Brewer, E. A. (2008, April). Beyond Pilots: 
Keeping Rural Wireless Networks Alive. In 
NSDI (Vol. 8, pp. 119-132). 
"
Tyson, G., Sastry, N., Cuevas, R., Rimac, I., 
& Mauthe, A. (2013). A survey of mobility 
in information-centric networks. 
Communications of the ACM, 56(12), 90-98. 
"
Nencioni, G., Sastry, N., Chandaria, J., & 
Crowcroft, J. (2013, May). Understanding 
and decreasing the network footprint of 
catch-up tv. In Proceedings of the 22nd 
international conference on World Wide Web 
(pp. 965-976)



Change Network Contract

“If host X is reachable, will try to deliver your data to it”: 
Best effort Internet 

“If content X is reachable, will try to fetch that data”: 
Information Centric Internet 

Staggercast: user-in-the-loop negotiation/haggling 
“If content X is reachable, will try to fetch that data later” 

“If content X reachable, will fetch from a cheaper network” 

“I don’t have Content X. Will Y be OK?” 😊
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